Simple ansly tical formulae are presented for a, quick optinrization of the Free Electron Laser (FEL) gain Iength for given values of radiation wwelength, electron beam current, norrndized transverse emittlarn;ce and energy spreid. The optirnizaLtion parameters include the gap size of the wiggler, the wiggler period nnd the betatron wtavelerigth (in the case of external. focusing), The method is b a a 4 on the handy fwmulw for the FEZ gain of a Gaussian beam [l] including Lhe; effects of energy rzprcad, emittance, arid betittron oscillations of the elechon beam, We have found a, simple relnYt,ioii between the tninirnurri FEL g a h length and the optimum betatron waveiength for given energy spread, cmi ttance, and gap size of the wiggler. \llr'hen the emittance is about the fadistion wwelength divided by 4n and the energy sprcad is negligible, this relation shows that the gain length is optirizixed if the betatron wavelength is chosen 80 that the betatron phase a d v ; w m by a half radian in the gain length. In the case of natural focussing with equal focusing on the x-arid y-g!anes by
IIltrocluction
Reccrttfy, we have developed a three-dirnensianal (3-D) FEL tjhcory in thc high g a h regime before sat UrcZfion based upon the hilaxwell-\~l,~s~v equation, inchding Ithr cffcctfi of energy spread, trihnswrse emittance, betatrola focusing and oscillations of the electron beam, and t Ri c diffraction and guiding of the radiation field [ 1, !2] . We haw presented il dispersion relation for the FEL gain of a, Gawsi,an 1-,eani arid its appruxirnate version In the case of natural focussing with equal focusing on the x-arid y-g!anes by
Now, the gain lengtti EG can be obtzeiiied by substituting these parameters into Eqs. (6), (7) and (2).
T h e enhancement Q€ the growth rate may be achieved by employing the external foctising. In this case, the value of Irp which rriaximizce the scaled growtlh rate Re(g)/(k,D) can be found easily by applying an optimization program to Eqs, (6) and (7). 'The result can be convenientJy parameberiazed in the following form:
Similaslgi, the maximized growth rate cap1 be parameterized in the following form:
The above formulae agree well with the exact solutions obtained from Eqs. (6) and (7) /( k,D) ),,t. Equation (17) suggests that this balancing point that gives the maxiniurn growth rate is actually the point where the value of the growth rate (in units of k w ) becomes comparable to the longitudind velocity spread (in units of c ) . This relation can be used for a rough estimate of the optimum focusing strength once a desirable power gain length Is given. Qne interesting conclusion frorn this relation is that the gain length is optimized if the betatron, wavelength is chosen so that the betatron phase advances by a half radian in the gain length when 2bpe, x 1 and the energy spread is negligible.
As an example of the optimizakion, we cansides the following case: the required radiation wavelength AI is 5QA, and the electron beam parameters are 10 = 10QQR, eo t= E,-( = 1.5 x lO'-'(m-rad), and tr, = 2.2 x W4. We assume a planar wiggler made of Ncl-Fe-B magnetic blocks with parabolic pole faces providing equal natural focusing on the 5-snd y-planes. At first, we take into account only the natural focusing. Figure 1 shows the power gain length La as a function of the wiggler period A, for several gap sizes 9. We find that L G has its rnininium values at X,, a 1.06 cm, 1.5 cm and 1.88 cm for g =r 2 nun, 4 rnm, and 6 mi, respectively. T h e resonant electron energy, the wiggler field, and the rrns wiggler parameter at these minimum points are T~ = 1338, 1734, 1986.5, A ( T ) = 1.346, 1.012, 0.827, and K = 0.889, 1.802, 1.038, for g = 2 mm, 4 mn, and 6 mni, respectively, Now, we (consider the cftects of the external focusing on the gain length. Equation (14) is used to obtain the strength of the external focusing which minimizes the gain length for given y and A, , In Figs. 2 and 3 for the mininium gain length as 5 function
